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Muslim Art
Muslim art is intricate and colorful but often
does not contain images of living beings. Muslim
leaders feared that people might worship the
images rather than Allah. Thus, Muslim artists
found different ways to express their creativity,
as shown on this page.

Arabesque   
Arabesque decoration is a complex, ornate design.
It usually incorporates flowers, leaves, and geometric
patterns. These arabesque tiles are from the Jami
Masjid Mosque. Arabesque designs are also found 
in Muslim mosaics, textiles, and sculptures.

Geometric Patterns
Muslim artwork sometimes
focuses on strictly geometric
patterns. Geometric designs
can be found in everything
from pottery to architecture.
This mosaic is from the Jami
Masjid Mosque in India
(shown below) and uses
intricate patterns radiating
out from the central shape.

SKILLBUILDER: Interpreting Visual Sources
Drawing Conclusions What do these three artistic techniques suggest
about Muslim art?
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Calligraphy
Calligraphy, or ornamental
writing, is important to Muslims
because it is considered a way
to reflect the glory of Allah. In
pictorial calligraphy, pictures
are formed using the letters 
of the alphabet. This picture
of a man praying is made up
of the words of the Muslim
declaration of faith.

▼
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Architecture 
!

The!most!important!architectural!works!in!the!Muslim!world!are!
mosques.!As!Islamic!architecture!developed,!two!features!became!
common!to!many!mosques.!The!dome,!which!became!symbolic!of!

Islamic!design,!was!borrowed!from!the!Byzantines,!who!used!it!in!their!
cathedrals,!most!famously!the!Hagia!Sophia!in!Constantinople.!

Another!key!feature!of!mosque!design!was!the!use!of!Minarets.!Tall!
towers!built!on!the!sides!of!mosques,!they!were!used!for!the!Azan,!or!

call!to!prayer.!Callers,!or!muazzins,!would!go!to!the!top!of!these!
towers!five!times!a!day!to!melodically!recite!the!call!loud!enough!for!
the!entire!city!to!hear.!The!height!of!the!minaret!helped!carry!their!

voices!far!and!wide.!
!
!
!

The$Muazzin’s$Call$to$Prayer$
!

God!is!Great,!God!is!Great!
God!is!Great,!God!is!Great!

I!bear!witness!that!there!is!no!god!but!God!
I!bear!witness!that!there!is!no!god!but!God!

I!bear!witness!that!Muhammad!is!the!messenger!of!God!
I!bear!witness!that!Muhammad!is!the!messenger!of!God!

Come%to%Prayer%
Come%to%Prayer%
Come%to%Success%
Come%to%Success%

God!is!Great,!God!is!Great!
There%is%no%god%but%God%



	  

	  







	  

!
!
!

!
!

“Islam’s!first!great!work!of!art!is!the!Dome!of!the!Rock.!It!was!built!in!a!city!that!was!holy!to!Christians!
and!Jews,!and!it’s!spectacular…!What’s!extraordinary!about!the!Dome!of!the!Rock!is!how!perfect!it!is.!
People!revered!this!cite!as!someplace!that!was!holy!to!Abraham!and!Isaac.!Imagine,!if!you!will,!these!
new!guys!coming!in!and!taking!over!this!piece!of!prime!real!estate,!and!building!a!new!building!for!a!
new!religion,!that!sits!on!top!of!a!mountain,!and!sparkles!and!glitters!in!the!sunlight!for!everyone!to!
see.!This!is!not!something![minor].!This!is!something!big!and!important.!Islam!has!come!to!stay.”!
!

—Jonathan!Bloom,!Boston!College!
!



	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  



	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

SCIENCE	  &	  SCHOLARSHIP	  



	  

Astronomy
Muslim interest in astronomy developed from the need to fulfill three
of the Five Pillars of Islam—fasting during Ramadan, performing the
hajj, and praying toward Mecca. A correct lunar calendar was needed to
mark religious periods such as the month of Ramadan and the month of
the hajj. Studying the skies helped fix the locations of cities so that
worshipers could face toward Mecca as they prayed. Extensive knowl-
edge of the stars also helped guide Muslim traders to the many trading
cities of the ancient world.

1. Recognizing Effects How did fulfilling
religious duties lead Muslims to astron-
omy and a better understanding of
the physical world?

See Skillbuilder Handbook, page R6.

2. Comparing and Contrasting Muslim
astronomers developed instruments
to improve their observations of the
sky. We do the same thing today.
Research how modern astronomers
make their observations and compare
their methods with early Muslim
astronomers. Write two paragraphs
on how their methods are similar to
and different from each other.
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The device shown here is called an
armillary sphere. The man standing in 
the center is aligning the sphere, while 
the seated man records the observations.
Astronomers calculated the time of day 
or year by aligning the rings with various
stars. This helped Muslims set their 
religious calendar.

Muslim observatories were great centers 
of learning. This scene depicts astronomers
working at the observatory in Istanbul. They 
are using many instruments including an
astrolabe like the one shown on this page.

The astrolabe was an early scientific
instrument. It had a fixed “plate” and 
a rotating “rete.” The plate was a map
of the sky and the rete simulated the
daily movement of the earth in relation
to the stars. Using this tool, one could
calculate time, celestial events, and
relative position. For Muslims, the
astrolabe helped determine where
they were in relation to Mecca.

This is the plate. The
plate was etched with 
a map of the sky for a
certain latitude.

These pointers on the
rete represented different
stars. At night, observers
could look at the sky,
position the pointers, and
make their calculations.

This is the rete—it
rotated over the plate.
The rete was mostly
cut away so the map
beneath was visible.

▼

▲

▼

RESEARCH LINKS For more on astronomy, go to classzone.com
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Muslim	  Scholars	  learning	  from	  
Aristotle	  
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Ibn	  al	  Haytham’s	  discoveries	  
with	  early	  camera	  technology	  

	  
	  
	  
	  



	  
House of Wisdom, Baghdad 

	  
The House of Wisdom (Arabic: Bayt al-Hikma) was a major intellectual center during the Islamic 
Golden Age. The House of Wisdom was founded by Abbasid Caliph Harun al-Rashid (reigned 786–
809) and culminated under his son al-Ma'mun (reigned 813–833) who is credited with its formal 
institution. Al-Ma'mun is also credited with bringing many well-known scholars to share information, 
ideas, and culture in the House of Wisdom. Based in Baghdad from the 9th to 13th centuries, many 
learned scholars including those of Persian or Christian background were part of this research and 
educational institute. Besides translating books into Arabic and preserving them, scholars associated 
with the House of Wisdom also made many remarkable original contributions to diverse fields. 
During the reign of al-Ma'mun, astronomical observatories were set up, and the House was an 
unrivaled center for the study of humanities and for science in medieval Islam, including mathematics, 
astronomy, medicine, alchemy and chemistry, zoology, and geography and cartography. Drawing on 
Indian, Greek, and Persian texts, the scholars accumulated a great collection of world knowledge, 
and built on it through their own discoveries. By the middle of the ninth century, the House of Wisdom 
was the largest repository of books in the world. 
It was destroyed in the sack of the city following the Mongol Siege of Baghdad (1258). 

	  



	  
	  
	  



POETRY	  

	  

!

POETRY 
!

Even!before!Islam,!oral!poetry!was!the!highest!form!of!art!to!the!
Arabs.!In!melodic!verses,!poets!chanted!the!dangers!of!desert!

journeys,!the!joys!of!battle,!the!glories!of!their!tribal!clans,!or!the!
nobility!of!nomadic!life.!After!the!arrival!of!Islam,!religion!became!as!
popular!a!topic!as!any.!Rabia!al!Basri!(715C801!CE)!was!an!Arab!poet!
from!Basra,!Iraq!who!lived!during!the!Abbasid!period.!Her!poetry!
reflects!her!religious!devotion!and!Sufi!influence.!Poetry!remained!

important!even!after!the!Abbasid!period.!Centuries!later,!the!Persian!
poet!Jalaluddin!Rumi!!(1207C1273!CE)!would!become!one!of!the!most!

famous!Muslim!poets!of!all!time.!
!



	  
Jalaluddin	  Rumi	  



	  

The Body is Too Slow for Me 
 
Toward the gardens, 
Toward the orchards, 
I am going. 
If you want to stay here, 
Stay here - 
I am going! 
My day is dark without His Face, 
Toward that bright flame 
I am going. 
My soul is racing ahead of me. 
It says, The body is too slow for me - 
I am going. 
 
The smell of apples arises 
from the orchard of my soul. 
One whiff and I am gone - 
Toward a feast of apples 
I am going… 
— Jalaluddin Rumi 
 



	  
Rabia	  al	  Basri

	  
	  

If I  Adore You 
 
If I adore You out of fear of Hell, burn me in Hell!  
If I adore you out of desire for Paradise, 
Lock me out of Paradise. 
But if I adore you for Yourself alone, 
Do not deny to me Your eternal beauty.  
—Rabia al Basri!



AL	  ANDALUS	  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  Ibn Rushd     Maimonides 
 
 
 
 

	  



	  

CONVIVENCIA 
“…Muslims, Christians, and Jews lived together in peace. Because several 
Christian and Jewish prophets, including Adam, Abraham, and Moses, are 
named in the Qur’an and because the Jewish Torah and Christian gospels are 
recognized as revelations from Allah, the Muslim rulers called Christians and 
Jews “people of the Book” and permitted them much religious and personal 
freedom. Jews, especially, enjoyed many liberties, and many Jews 
distinguished themselves in science, the arts, and government. Convivencia, a 
Spanish word meaning “living together,” helped make tenth-century al-
Andalus the most civilized country in Europe…” 
Source:(“Al,Andalus:(Islamic(Spain,”(Lawrence(Houghteling,(Calliope(Magazine(
(
(
(

JEWISH AND MUSLIM SCHOLARS 
“In the 1100s, Muslim philosopher Ibn Rushd (also known as Averroës), who 
lived in Córdoba, was criticized for trying to blend Aristotle’s and Plato’s 
views with those of Islam. However, Ibn Rushd argued that Greek philosophy 
and Islam both had the same goal: to find the truth. Moses Ben Maimon 
(Maimonides), a Jewish physician and philosopher, was born in Córdoba and 
lived in Egypt. Like Ibn Rushd, he faced strong opposition for his ideas, but he 
came to be recognized as the greatest Jewish philosopher in history… 
Maimonides produced a book, The Guide for the Perplexed, that blended 
philosophy, religion, and science.” 
Source:(“Muslim(Culture,”(Roger(B.(Beck,(Linda(Black(et(al.,(World&History:&
Patterns&of&Interaction(
(
(
(

CORDOBA SHINES 
“When Christendom was deep in its Dark Ages, Muslim Cordoba was rearing 
men, evolving ideas, writing books, erecting buildings, and producing works of 
art that constituted a unique civilization. In the West it had one peer in 
Constantinople and in the East another, Baghdad. At no time before or after 
did any Spanish city enjoy such distinction…” 
Source:(Philip(K.(Hitti,(Capital&Cities&of&Arab&Islam 
 



Al Andalus: Spain Under Muslim Rule 
Arab and Berber armies conquered Spain in 711 for the Umayyad Caliphate. In 750, the Umayyad Dynasty was 

overthrown by the Abbasids, who established a new Caliphate and killed all members of the Umayyad ruling family. The 
only survivor was an Umayyad prince named Abdul Rahman I, who escaped to Spain and came to power as the leader 
separate from the Abbasid Caliphate. His most famous accomplishment was the construction of the Great Mosque, or La 
Mezquita de Córdoba, the red and white arches of which are the most famous symbol of Al Andalus.  
 In 929, his descendant, Abdul Rahman III, declared himself the true Caliph, or successor to the Prophet 
Muhammad, and brought greater unity to Andalus, beginning a Golden Age in Spain, not only for Muslims, but for Jews 
and Christians as well, who were protected under the Caliphate. Arabic became more widely spoken, culture flourished, 
and scholarship grew. While some Christians became Muslims, many remained Christian but adopted Arab culture and 
language.  
 During the 11th century, however, civil war led to the collapse of the Caliphate, causing a lack of political unity. 
Al Andalus split into small independent kingdoms called Taifas that were not strong enough to defend themselves against 
the growing power of the Christian kingdoms of Northern Spain. In a desperate move, the Andalusi rulers sought help 
from the Almoravids, Berber rulers of North Africa, who took the opportunity to conquer all of Al Andalus themselves. 
The Almoravids were soon replaced by another Berber group, the Almohads, who had an overly strict interpretation of 
Islam that contradicted the teachings of the religion. While previous rulers had honored the Islamic requirement of 
protecting Jews and Christians, the Almohads began a persecution of non-Muslims.  

Christian kingdoms to the North were determined to reclaim Spain from the Muslims. They united to defeat the 
Almohads in 1212, and Al Andalus again broke into small, weak kingdoms. Christian and Muslim kingdoms continued to 
battle for the next three centuries until 1492, when the Christian monarchs Ferdinand and Isabella united to defeat 
Granada, the last territory controlled by the Muslims. They soon expelled the Jews, and then the Muslims, and created the 
Spanish Kingdom, but it would forever owe a debt to Al Andalus. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Grand Mosque of Cordoba 

	  



	  


